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a grEEn LEgaCy, a grEEnEr FuturE.
Dunn-Edwards has a green legacy that makes us proud and inspires us to do more.
We are firmly dedicated to the principle of eco-efficiency, which we define as the 
ability to satisfy human needs in ways that minimize adverse impacts on energy 
and material resources, environmental quality, and human health and safety. 
ACRI-WALL™ is yet another example of this commitment.
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Metal Masonry WoodDrywall

FLAT EGGSHELL SEMI-GLOSS

Family Room • •
Dining Room • •
Bedroom • •
Kitchen & Bath •
Hallways • •
Ceiling • •
Offices • •
Doors & Windows •
Shutters & Molding •

touch-up test Method: Paint is applied to a 2 x 2 ft. unprimed drywall panel using an airless sprayer. The right side of the panel is left 
as is, while the left side is back rolled. It is allowed to dry overnight. Touch-up is done on both sides of the panel with a 1½˝ brush and 
a ¼˝ nap roller. The brush touch-up is done vertically and horizontally, making an L shape. Rolled touch-up is done vertically, making a 
square. Touch-up panels are evaluated visually.

Block resistance test Method: Paints are applied to white charts and allowed to dry for 24 hours. The charts 
are then folded over each other. A weight is then placed on them to force the painted surfaces together. After 24 
hours, the face-to-face charts are pulled apart to see if the dried paint stuck together.

All test examples are high resolution scans of the actual test results. The actual test results may be viewed by appointment at the Dunn-Edwards corporate office.

aCri-waLL™ is a line of professional, Zero VOC, low odor interior paint ideal for 
use on new residential, commercial and multi-tenant housing projects. aCri-waLL 
exhibits very good touch-up, sheen uniformity and hide. It can be used on properly 
prepared and primed masonry, wood, metal and is self priming on new drywall.

ACrI-WALL™

Why aCri-waLL™ outperforms other interior paints

See the aCri-waLL™ difference for yourself

Block Resistance
When two painted surfaces come into contact, such as 
a door and door jamb, they can stick together, or block. 
When that happens, the paint can peel from the surface. 
aCri-waLL clearly beats the Regional and National 
Brands, as their paints are sticking together and peeling 
from the surface.

Touch-Up
When flat paints touch-up, it makes it easier to hide minor repairs, which saves time and money. aCri-waLL  Interior Flat outperforms 
the competition when it comes to touch-up.

These are commonly used gloss levels for surfaces listed above. Gloss may be affected by texture, porosity of 
the surface and atmospheric conditions. Please contact a Dunn-Edwards representative or your local store for 
specific product availability.

aLL oF Dunn-EDwarDs paints
arE Eg-FrEE®

Ethylene Glycol (EG), a solvent often used in water-
based paints, is listed as a hazardous air pollutant 
and toxic air contaminant. In 1983, Dunn-Edwards was 
the first in the paint industry to voluntarily replace EG 
with Propylene Glycol, a non-toxic and FDA-approved 
alternative. To learn more about EG-Free visit 
dunnedwards.com/EG-Free.

VoC anD raVoC ratings
on EVEry LaBEL
Dunn-Edwards is the first paint company to label its 
products with RAVOC ratings — Reactivity-Adjusted VOC 
Content — a better way to measure potential air quality 
impacts of coatings. To learn more about RAVOC ratings 
visit dunnedwards.com/RAVOC.

LEED® goLD-CErtiFiED paint
ManuFaCturing FaCiLity
In 2011, Dunn-Edwards opened the world’s first and 
only LEED® Gold-certified paint manufacturing facility 
in Phoenix, AZ. Encompassing manufacturing, product 
development, quality control and more, the 336,000-sq. 
ft. facility is designed to be the greenest in the industry.

ACRI-WALL is formulated using the right blend of pigments, binders and 
thickeners that provide excellent sheen uniformity, touch-up and durability.

::  Zero VOC, low odor

::  Very good touch-up

::  Very good block resistance

::  Self priming on new drywall (first coat)

ACRI-WALL Semi-Gloss

Regional Brand National Brand

ACRI-WALL
Ready-To-Use Flat

Regional BrandNational Brand



Metal Masonry WoodDrywall

FLAT EGGSHELL SEMI-GLOSS

Family Room • •
Dining Room • •
Bedroom • •
Kitchen & Bath •
Hallways • •
Ceiling • •
Offices • •
Doors & Windows •
Shutters & Molding •

touch-up test Method: Paint is applied to a 2 x 2 ft. unprimed drywall panel using an airless sprayer. The right side of the panel is left 
as is, while the left side is back rolled. It is allowed to dry overnight. Touch-up is done on both sides of the panel with a 1½˝ brush and 
a ¼˝ nap roller. The brush touch-up is done vertically and horizontally, making an L shape. Rolled touch-up is done vertically, making a 
square. Touch-up panels are evaluated visually.

Block resistance test Method: Paints are applied to white charts and allowed to dry for 24 hours. The charts 
are then folded over each other. A weight is then placed on them to force the painted surfaces together. After 24 
hours, the face-to-face charts are pulled apart to see if the dried paint stuck together.

All test examples are high resolution scans of the actual test results. The actual test results may be viewed by appointment at the Dunn-Edwards corporate office.

aCri-waLL™ is a line of professional, Zero VOC, low odor interior paint ideal for 
use on new residential, commercial and multi-tenant housing projects. aCri-waLL 
exhibits very good touch-up, sheen uniformity and hide. It can be used on properly 
prepared and primed masonry, wood, metal and is self priming on new drywall.

ACrI-WALL™

Why aCri-waLL™ outperforms other interior paints

See the aCri-waLL™ difference for yourself

Block Resistance
When two painted surfaces come into contact, such as 
a door and door jamb, they can stick together, or block. 
When that happens, the paint can peel from the surface. 
aCri-waLL clearly beats the Regional and National 
Brands, as their paints are sticking together and peeling 
from the surface.

Touch-Up
When flat paints touch-up, it makes it easier to hide minor repairs, which saves time and money. aCri-waLL  Interior Flat outperforms 
the competition when it comes to touch-up.

These are commonly used gloss levels for surfaces listed above. Gloss may be affected by texture, porosity of 
the surface and atmospheric conditions. Please contact a Dunn-Edwards representative or your local store for 
specific product availability.

aLL oF Dunn-EDwarDs paints
arE Eg-FrEE®

Ethylene Glycol (EG), a solvent often used in water-
based paints, is listed as a hazardous air pollutant 
and toxic air contaminant. In 1983, Dunn-Edwards was 
the first in the paint industry to voluntarily replace EG 
with Propylene Glycol, a non-toxic and FDA-approved 
alternative. To learn more about EG-Free visit 
dunnedwards.com/EG-Free.

VoC anD raVoC ratings
on EVEry LaBEL
Dunn-Edwards is the first paint company to label its 
products with RAVOC ratings — Reactivity-Adjusted VOC 
Content — a better way to measure potential air quality 
impacts of coatings. To learn more about RAVOC ratings 
visit dunnedwards.com/RAVOC.

LEED® goLD-CErtiFiED paint
ManuFaCturing FaCiLity
In 2011, Dunn-Edwards opened the world’s first and 
only LEED® Gold-certified paint manufacturing facility 
in Phoenix, AZ. Encompassing manufacturing, product 
development, quality control and more, the 336,000-sq. 
ft. facility is designed to be the greenest in the industry.

ACRI-WALL is formulated using the right blend of pigments, binders and 
thickeners that provide excellent sheen uniformity, touch-up and durability.

::  Zero VOC, low odor

::  Very good touch-up

::  Very good block resistance

::  Self priming on new drywall (first coat)

ACRI-WALL Semi-Gloss

Regional Brand National Brand

ACRI-WALL
Ready-To-Use Flat

Regional BrandNational Brand
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a grEEn LEgaCy, a grEEnEr FuturE.
Dunn-Edwards has a green legacy that makes us proud and inspires us to do more.
We are firmly dedicated to the principle of eco-efficiency, which we define as the 
ability to satisfy human needs in ways that minimize adverse impacts on energy 
and material resources, environmental quality, and human health and safety. 
ACRI-WALL™ is yet another example of this commitment.
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